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Future"Research""There"are"many"future"research"topics"that"could"be"done"in"the"Humla"region,"and"many"subjects"I"came"across"that"I"did"not"have"time"to"focus"on"or"learn"about."The"following"are"some"suggestions"that"could"prove"to"be"a"fruitful"Independent"Study"Project"(ISP)."""Because"the"road"has"not"been"completed,"it"is"impossible"to"know"how,"exactly,"the"road"will"influence"life"in"Humla,"but"there"can"be"speculation"and"opinions."It"would"be"interesting"to"return"to"see"how"the"road"affects"life"and"the"trade"economy"five"or"ten"years"after"the"road"is"built."It"may"not"be"feasible"for"an"ISP,"but"it"would"also"be"interesting"to"do"a"case"study"of"one"village"in"Humla"along"the"highway"and"return"to"the"village"five,"ten,"20"years"after"the"road"is"completed"to"see"how"they"have"been"affected"in"the"short"and"long"run.""Many"people"expressed"how"they"think"local"traditions"will"be"lost"once"the"road"is"built."It"would"be"interesting"to"do"an"ISP"that"focuses"on"the"changing"culture"and"tradition."Documenting"specifics"about"what"the"older"generation"thinks"about"tradition,"and"what"the"younger"generation"thinks"about"tradition,"as"well"as"what"those"traditions"entail"would"be"extremely"interesting."It"would"also"be"important"to"note"how"and"why"the"traditions"are"being"lost,"or"why"the"younger"generation"chooses"not"to"engage"in"local"song"and"dance"or"other"traditions,"if"that"is"the"case."Since"many"say"that"traditions"and"culture"are"fading"away"even"without"the"completion"of"the"road,"it"would"be"best"to"conduct"research"before"the"road"is"completed,"or"before"the"older"generation"moves"on.""""With"the"evolving"economic"system,"traditional"roles"in"the"household"are"being"shifted."It"would"be"interesting"to"research"the"social"structure"of"the"household,"looking"at"how"women"and"men’s"roles"in"the"family"have"changed,"if"at"all."Men"traditionally"are"the"ones"who"travel"to"and"from"Purang,"but"will"that"change"with"the"road?"How"much"will"women"be"involved"in"trade?"There"were"women"at"the"Tumkot"Bazaar,"but"their"role"was"extremely"similar"to"what"their"role"is"in"the"village."It"would"also"be"interesting"to"look"at"the"social"structure"of"the"village,"noting"community"and"community"relationships"and"how"those"have"evolved.""It"would"also"be"interesting"to"research"the"farming"culture"of"the"villages"along"the"new"road."For"example,"investigating"what"villagers"used"to"farm,"if"it"is"different,"and"what"they"farm"now,"as"well"as"if"they"sell"crops"using"the"link"road"and"what"those"crops"are."It"would"also"be"good"to"note"exactly"how"much"they"produce"in"a"season,"gathering"numerical"data,"if"possible,"to"show"how"crop"yields"have"varied"over"the"years."In"addition,"gathering"information"on"how"the"dependency"on"imported"food"products"or"government[supplied"rice"and"how"that"contributes"or"affects"farming"practices"would"be"an"interesting"investigation."""""""In"addition,"if"you"think"you"would"like"to"travel"to"Humla"to"conduct"your"ISP,"please"do"not"hesitate"to"get"in"contact"with"me"if"you"have"any"questions"about"traveling"to,"trekking"in,"or"doing"research"in"Humla."Also,"please"note"below"the"contact"information"of"Sonam"Lama,"my"guide"and"translator,"and"Prem"Dorchi"Lama"who"helped"with"getting"permits"and"plane"and"bus"tickets."They"are"more"than"willing"to"help"SIT"students"travel"to"and"conduct"research"in"Humla.""
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